
MAKEUP IN PARIS PUTS ARTISTS ON STAGE

Max Herlant or how to grow
young again thanks to make-up

Paris, May 03, 2010

This is probably why Max Herlant is a character in the world of make-up
designers. For him, "beauty is meant for every single woman" ... whatever their
age. Making someone look younger using new techniques ...,  and knowing and
learning how to use foundations we forgot all about the intrinsic benefits ...,
adding volume just massaging some areas of the face ... Is it magic? Almost!
This will be one of the strong points of his presence at MakeUp in Paris on
June 24 and 25. Questions and answers come after.

MakeUp in Paris - A single word could almost
sum up your career. The "Show" with a capital
"S"! With you, make-up is the intrinsic element
of a real "stage setting." And above all, you love
it! Your magician side, undoubtedly. But above
all, a true talent for creative make-up.

Max Herlant - It's true! Make-up is similar in many
respects to the beautiful staging of women and my
passion (known to everyone) for magic has been
and remains one of my driving forces. But let's say it
straight away: make-up has nothing to do with
magic, although, to some extent, we are here to
create illusion.

The approach is clearly the result of proven
techniques made possible by work, experience, and

thanks to the quality of products used. Which is why I truly love being a make-up
designer.

MakeUp in Paris - Make-up is also a show and you have indeed become a past-
master in the art of the show!

Max Herlant - This has helped me a lot so far and continues to stimulate me. And it
is true that I have a predilection for people in the entertainment and political world.
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And they do repay me in kind, since fortunately they trust me in return to let me make
up many of them.

MakeUp in Paris - But in the beginning, there was no hint of this vocation of
becoming a professional make-up artist.

Max Herlant - Yes and no! In my early days as I was working in the show industry, I
was asked one day, to participate, in the design of scene masks. And I enjoyed that
experience a lot. In the mid 80s', I entered Christian Chauveau's academy, with
courses dealing with professional / art / fashion, make-up and I was fortunate to have
as a teacher, Dany Sanz from Make Up For Ever. In 1986, I entered Bourjois
supposedly for a month. I'll stay there eighteen years to really learn the art of make-
up and pass it on to others. This of course included training of sales teams, animation
of stands.

I quickly became the brand's ambassador in France and abroad. I participated in the
research and design of make-up collections (four collections per year). I was also the
spokesperson of the brand for all media (TV, Press ...) in France and overseas.
Eventually, I was also  in charge of  the Artistic Direction of Fashion Shows (Milan,
Madrid, New York, Moscow ...).

MakeUp in Paris - On a particular occasion you had the opportunity of getting
to the other side of the camera!

Max Herlant - That's right. One day I was asked to organize a press conference for a
product presentation. To present the product, I decided to mix magic by recreating an
atmosphere a bit like a cabaret. It was a success ... and I was offered a television
show. And that's the starting point. Today, I share my time as a make-up designer
with television (three years on France 3 on the show "Cʼest mieux le matin") and I'm
preparing for next fall a new show based on beauty.

MakeUp in Paris - As years go by you also work for Arcancil and then Fareva.

Max Herlant - A great experience too at Arcancil, even though it was for a short
period of time, where it was necessary to plan the product strategy to be
implemented and, most of all, design new products with a definition of color ranges
and development of formula and hue duplicates. Not forgetting the follow-up from
development to industrialization and defining collections and make-up trends for each
season. As for Fareva in two and a half years, I designed four collections per year
and a new make-up technique (the effervescent shade base). I upgraded cake
mascara and so on.

In search of the "youth" capital
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MakeUp in Paris - Your activities don't stop there since in addition you are the
official make-up Artist for, the annual TV show "Les Victoires de la Musique",
the contest ELITE Model Look and Fashion Award (on Fashion TV) and, of
course, make-up artist of several personalities in the world of entertainment
and politics.

Max Herlant - Don't forget a key point which also explains what motivates me. I have
a Passion for discovering the "youth and beauty capital" and rejuvenation techniques
using make-up.

MakeUp in Paris - This will be one of the strong points of your participation in
MakeUp in Paris next June.

Max Herlant - Beauty through make-up is meant for all women. Make-up is also
ephemeral aesthetic surgery. This also requires  better knowledge and better use of
products. We have for example often forgotten what foundation was really meant for.
At the same time, the massage function is very important to restore face volume. This
is actually what I intend to demonstrate at MakeUp in Paris.

***

The complete schedule of events is now available online www.makeup-in-paris.com
– at the "Event" section.
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